Wishing you and your family a Supa Smooth holiday ride!

Visit us in-store for specials and free gifts!

www.supaquick.co.za
Dear Citybug Traveller

It’s our favourite time of year!! The festive season - and at Citybug we want to thank all our loyal partners for their support during 2019 – especially the overwhelming response we had on our Black Friday special offer! We are so happy that we can re-unite families and loved ones again this holiday season!! As another early Christmas gift we are giving away another 3 FREE trips in this issue of the Travel Bug – be sure to enter and YOU can travel for free next time!! We wish you all a safe travelling holiday, a very merry Christmas and may 2019 be our best year ever!!! God Bless. FROM: Jacques, Hannelie, Marthinus & Ananjé “My Choice. My Citybug”
ICE
SPECTACULAR
2018
14 – 16 Dec
The Ice Rink

Tickets from
www.webtickets.co.za
Any Pick 'n Pay
Centre Management Office
The Ice Rink Ticket Office

Extended Festive Trading Hours
10 – 23 December
Photos with Santa
17 – 24 December
Summer Recipe:

CHICKEN GUACAMOLE AND BEAN TOSTADAS

These tostadas are perfect for an easy weeknight dinner! They’re loaded with layer after layer of deliciousness and you’ll be savoring every bite.

INGREDIENTS
• 6 tostada shells, store-bought or homemade
• 2 medium ripe avocados
• 1 Tbsp fresh lime juice
• 1/4 tsp garlic powder, divided
• Salt and freshly ground black pepper
• 1 (16 oz) can Rosarita Traditional Refried Beans
• 1 (10 oz) can Rotel Diced Tomatoes & Green Chilies Mild, drained
• 3/4 tsp ancho chili powder
• 1/2 tsp ground cumin
• 2 cups shredded iceberg or romaine lettuce
• 2 cups shredded rotisserie chicken or shredded cooked chicken breasts
• 1 cup shredded Mexican blend cheese
• 1 cup pico de gallo
• 6 Tbsp Sour cream

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Using a fork mash avocado with lime juice and 1/8 tsp garlic powder to a slightly chunky texture. Season with salt and pepper to taste.
2. In a small saucepan mix together refried beans, drained canned tomatoes, chili powder, cumin and remaining 1/8 tsp garlic powder.
3. Season with salt and pepper to taste and cook over medium-low heat, stirring frequently until heated through.
4. To assemble tostadas, layer each tostada shell with guacamole (avocado mixture), bean mixture, lettuce, chicken, cheese, pico de gallo and sour cream. Serve immediately.

Recipe source: Cooking Classy
Attention all Mozambique customers:
Visit Produkta Trucks for all your commercial needs in parts, service and sales.

PRODUKTA TRUCKS
SALES • SERVICES • PARTS
250 Rapid Street
Riverside Industrial Park, Nelspruit
Tel: 013 757 5300

TRACY TODD WRITE-UP BROUGHT TO YOU BY PRODUKTA TRUCKS

Hometown.........................

Mbombela (Nelspruit) is nestled in a valley and surrounded by mountains in the scenic Lowveld of the Mpumalanga province, South Africa. We are The Bomb, Da Spruit, Nellies, Naspoti, the Slowveld. This is HOME.

It is a city of contrasts, a place which can swing you from joy to despair within space of a heartbeat. Close to nature, it’s beautiful and cruel. It will give you joy and bring you sorrow. It steals your worldly goods and holds your soul to ransom. It will test your faith and revive your belief in humankind. It has the ability to make you feel like you’re living out in the sticks but its offerings compete favourably with any bucket list destination in the world. It has the bush, the mountains and the sea not far away. It will give you adrenaline filled experiences and bring about a deep sense of peace. It will push you across the borders into Swaziland and Mozambique to seek third world African adventures but it will pull you back home again like the tide of the ocean. It will force you to take long road trips to get to other provinces like Gauteng, KwaZulu Natal or the Cape because our country’s most beautiful international airport offers flights only afforded by those earning top dollar.

The weather is hot (especially in summer) but the people are cool no matter the season. It has some smelly winter days but they are far apart in the calendar. The fresh air leaves you feeling energised and strong. At the first sign of cool weather it’ll bring out its boots, leather jackets, heaters and electric blankets but brag about its lovely warm winter weather to anyone who’ll listen. The old Nelspruiter’s (and I don’t mean only those with grey hair, I mean the generations who’ve been living here for a gazillion years) have such a strong bond that many outsiders refer to it as a clique they struggle to get into, yet everyone you meet is friendly. It buzzes as one of the fastest growing places in the country but it has a real laid-back, holiday feel. Construction is happening everywhere but there aren’t enough houses. It loves its animals and yet almost all rentals say, “No pets”. Everything is expensive (blamed on transport) but you don’t need a lot of money to get outdoors and have fun. It’s not very wheelchair friendly but it has a deep compassion for disabled people. It has the worst drivers in the country (except if you’re in a Citybug), but peak hour traffic lasts a half hour max. Jobs are scarce but there are many entrepreneurs. Salaries are low unless you are a specialist. Fresh produce is plenty but pricey even when bought from stubborn fruit vendors who insist on sitting in full sun on the side of the road instead of in the pavement shelters built especially for them (Nobody puts those Gogos in the corner). The fruit is apparently bought at the market but allegedly stolen from farmers. There are lots of shops but they are far apart even in the mall. People seem selfish but there are many earth angels.

It’s a city with a small town mindset. It has talented artists, musicians, authors and poets, but the corporates prefer to pay double the price for someone from Cape Town or Johannesburg. It has the best doctors and private healthcare facilities which have won awards and attracted people from all over southern Africa, yet many locals still prefer to travel to Johannesburg or Pretoria for treatment. It has marathons with hills that will make your muscles scream in pain yet those same hills will give you some of the best views on the planet enabling your spirit to soar with joy.

It’s surrounded by places with rivers, dams, waterfalls, cliffs, incredible rock formations and caves where life-size dinosaurs will lead to more questions than answers about the origins of our universe. It has homes with magnificent views yet all its restaurants overlook busy car parks and roads. It has a graveyard dead in the suburbs where a single plume of black smoke from the crematorium serves as a stark reminder to live life now. It will turn a blind eye to many injustices yet stand together to save one magnificent tree on the N4 highway. It will advertise events months in advance and hardly anyone will pitch or advertise it a day before and be overwhelmed by the rush – it all depends on the weather. It chooses to display metal buffalo, elephant, giraffe and other disproportionate animals (in the name of art) when the real thing can be seen on a day trip into the Kruger National Park. People complain about the noise but marvel at the tranquillity. It gets festive most Fridays at its local joints and even more so during its famous Innibos Festival but it also gets so quiet some days that we wonder if there’s still life out there.

In politics it has a left-wing and right-wing and something in between but when there’s a crisis the wings somehow work together to fly in perfect formation. It’s got heroes who don’t need capes to do good and haters who sit behind their computer screens trolling everyone on social media. It’s extremely proud of its unique stadium yet, when in company, sport lovers cheer loudly for teams from other provinces but will secretly still support the Pumas and Mbombela United. It has one of the best fashion design schools in the country yet anything from high heels to Crocs go for a special occasion. It has women in glamorous evening dresses at a braai and men jeans or a khaki shirt at a black-tie event.

Like everywhere in SA, there’s crime but our private security companies are passionate about keeping us safe. It has stories of Isis terrorists in town and across the border yet the only real terrorists it sees are the mosquitos. It’s lonely yet you will always bump into someone you know when you’re out and about. It will not fall over itself to make you happy, that’s your own responsibility, but the memories you make here will last a lifetime. There’s something in the water that keeps you coming back. Once you are settled, leaving, like a drug addiction, will kill off the best things in your life as well as the worst.

Lastly, and most importantly, YOU are welcome here.
MORE AND MORE FUN FOR KIDS

We've got fun summer holiday activities in our kids' play area like face painting, a colouring in competition with weekly prizes & treats for pinning the nose on the reindeer.

Mugg & Bean
GIVING YOU MORE AND MORE
i'Langa Mall 013 742 2206

10% OFF
School Outings
2019
New Year Special

BOOK YOUR 2019 OUTING BETWEEN JANUARY & MARCH
AND RECEIVE A DISCOUNTED RATE

To book email - info@theicerink.co.za
Every Day from 9am to 11am

Half Price Holidays

Valid from 13 December 2018 to 8 January 2019
T’s & C’s apply

The Fun Company
Creating fun for the whole family

www.thefuncompany.co.za  @funcompanySA
Do movies right this festive season

HOLI-YAY!

7 December

www.sterkinekor.com

FAÇA UMA VISITA À PRODUKTA TRUCKS PARA TODAS AS SUAS NECESSIDADES COMERCIAIS DE PEÇAS, ASSISTÊNCIA E VENDAS.
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visite-nos na nossa loja e repare nos especiais para si & ofertas grátis.
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50% DE DESCONTO POR BILHETE A TODOS OS PENSIONISTAS.
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APRESENTE ESTE ANÚNCIO DA MCDONALDS E RECEBA UM SORVETE CONE TOTALMENTE GRÁTIS.
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A ABIR EM DEZEMBRO 2018 NO JARDIM BOTÂNICO DO LOWVELD
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FAÇA UMA VISITA À PRODUKTA TRUCKS PARA TODAS AS SUAS NECESSIDADES COMERCIAIS DE PEÇAS, ASSISTÊNCIA E VENDAS.
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MARQUE O SEU PASSEIO ENTRE JANEIRO & MARÇO DE 2019 E RECEBA 10% DE DESCONTO
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A CASA DE MOBILIA LINDA
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VEJA FILMES ACERTADOS DURANTE ESTA QUADRA FESTIVA
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Attention all Mozambican residents: a summary of our booklet for your convenience in Portuguese!
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FÉRIAS A MEIO PREÇO
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ENCOMENDA DE ASSISTÊNCIA RODOVIAIRA AO LONGO DA N4 0800 87 22 67. HABILITE-SE A GANHAR UM CHEQUE- BRINDE OFERECIDO PELO ILANGA MALL NO VALOR DE R 500 AO FAZER PARTE DO CONCURSO “DESCUBRA A DIFERENÇA”.
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Sipho says Road Rules Rule!

- Lights On
- Buckle Up
- Obey Speed Limits
- Drive Sober
- Kids in the Back
- No Cell Phones
- Rest Often

Win a R500 i'langa Mall Voucher
To stand a chance to win
SMS Citybug (space) TRAC (space) name and surname to 45633
Cost per sms R1.50
Closing date: 26 Feb 2019

0800 87 22 64 @TRACN4route www.tracn4.co.za facebook.com/Trac4